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Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 10 Area: 8 m2 Type: Lifestyle
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Auction

Make no mistake, this property is ready for sale.Register today for Friday's AuctionLast inspections Wednesday

4-5pmBuilt-in 2020 and nestled on the edge of the breathtaking Moreton Bay, the Redlands Coast's finest contemporary

acreage residence lies in wait. Not just a house, but an experience, of 20* secluded private acres of quality ex-farming

land, where luxury lifestyle and location merge on a truly extraordinary scale. A testament to sophisticated design and

meticulous attention to detail. A home for the active family with plenty of acreage and amenities for cattle, horses, room

for equipment, boats, car collections, machinery, and more.The story of this property began with a vision for a growing

family. Otto Koszo of KosCad Building Design, designed the space as grand and intimate as it was practical and liveable for

the generations. This magnificent dwelling sprawls over 1000* square metres under its roof, housing six bedrooms,

three-and-a-half bathrooms, and multiple living and entertaining areas, inside and out. Upon arrival at the grand entry

foyer, you're greeted by almost four-meter-high ceilings of natural spotted gum, and a captivating Hoobler Stone feature

wall leading you into the depths of this sprawling residence.Breathtaking first impressions draw one's attention to the

ceilings stretching up to 6.5* metres high and the striking stone fireplace stands as a testament to architectural artistry.

This space, with its polished concrete floors and soaring windows, offers views that capture the essence of this home's

allure. On one side, the serene bush setting unfolds to a vast freshwater dam, while on the other, a manicured lawn

courtyard garden houses a mature majestic palm.The beating heart of this home is its kitchen, a masterpiece of design and

craftsmanship, fitted with premium appliances, and custom cabinetry, and topped with Quantum Quartz Pietra Serena

stone. This is where the family and friends gather and memories are made. The adventure continues outdoors, to enjoy

the grounds offering everything from tennis under LED lights to swims in a heated pool and evenings around a fire pit

under the stars. There's room for exploration, paddleboarding in the dam, and trails for bushwalking or riding horses. The

property is fully fenced to contain cattle, horses, and other livestock.The massive 24m by 12m (4.2m high doors) shed will

house all manner of equipment, caravan, machinery, trucks, and, if modified maybe even the helicopter.The ultimate in

luxury, lifestyle, a story of extraordinary living!Contact the agent for inspection arrangements.*Approximately


